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 P. Chester Beatty 2022, which is published here (cf. pls. I, II) with 
the kind permission of the Trustees of the Chester Beatty Library and 
Gallery of Oriental Art, Dublin, is a fragment of a papyrus leaf on 
which is inscribed part of a Coptic martyrdom, written in the Sahidic 
dialect. Unfortunately both the provenance of the document as well as 
its date of acquisition by Sir Alfred Chester Beatty is wrapped in total 
darkness. 
 The fragment at present measures 13 x 33 cm, though the original 
folio must have been at least 19 x 33 cm plus outer margins of perhaps 
3 to 3.5 cm, for a total width of 25 or 26 cm.1 Upper and lower margins 
now measure 3 and 3.5 cm respectively, but may have been slightly 
wider. The text was inscribed in two columns of 26.5 x c.9.5 cm each, 
with 28 (verso) or 29 (recto) lines per column. The apparent average in 
line length is 12-–14 letters, but no full line has survived intact. 
 Though no iron-clad proof exists, one assumes that the two sides of 
the papyrus text are continuous and that our fragment was part of a 
codex rather than a roll, as one might expect in any case in view of the 
historical terminus a quo (the Great Persecution). More particularly, 
verso probably precedes recto: hence our text must have belonged to 
the first or left half of a quire. Even though the upper margin is intact, 
no pagination is discernible. 
 The palaeographic date of this papyrus is a problem. With his 
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kind permission we cite Professor Bentley Layton of Yale University, 
who examined a photo copy of P. Chester Beatty 2022: 
 

It would surely be an act of optimism to date this manuscript from 
the writing alone. No reliably dated type series has ever been 
established for Coptic literary hands. Coptic hands of the literary 
type are therefore usually dated by coordinating them with datable 
Greek types — a procedure whose accuracy is open to question in 
general and in any case difficult to verify or control. The writing of 
our manuscript belongs with the Egypto-Greek style usually called 
'Coptic Type of Uncial'. Its evolution in the Greek examples has 
been studied in detail by J. Irigoin (Jb. öst. byz. Gesell. 8 [1959]. 
29–51): but even the chronology of the Greek material has not yet 
been settled as can be seen from E.G. Turner, Greek MSS of the 
Ancient World, pp. 67 and 126. (Private correspondence) 

 
Since, however, it is incumbent upon editors at least to suggest a date, 
in the light of Irigoin's careful, though from a strictly chronological 
point of view admittedly inconclusive study, we would ever so 
cautiously opt for VI–VII century, or perhaps somewhere in between P. 
Paris Louvre E. l0295 and Vaticanus gr. 2125 (see Irigoin p. 45). 
 Punctuation and lectional signs are in evidence at a few junctures in 
the text, but the only feature of special interest is the use the scribe 
made of the paragraph marker. There is good reason to believe that it 
functions exclusively to indicate a change in speaker rather than to 
signal a new paragraph in a more general sense. Directly related is the 
scribe's employment of ekthesis, but at first glance he was not 
consistent. While on the verso side at both occurrences of the 
paragraph marker one letter is made to protrude into the left margin, on 
the recto side no ekthesis is in evidence. Of interest is, however, that in 
the latter two instances it is the accused who begins to speak, whereas 
in the former two cases the prosecutor and, before him, some other 
official commence to say their piece. Though mere scribal 
inconsistency would be adequate explanation, it is also quite possible 
that the distinction between the officials and the accused is deliberate 
and either reflects or imitates the official court records 
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in which distinctions of this kind are well-known.2 Of further interest 
in this connection is the scribe's use of spacing before the Prefect's 
name in Recto col. 1,28, a known variant of ekthesis in the protocols. 
 Our text proper features three personages, the first of whom, in 
order of appearance (but see note on Verso col. 1.3), is the official 
presiding at the trial of our martyr, namely Clodius Culcianus, Prefect 
of Egypt during the Great Persecution initiated by Diocletian in A.D. 
303. Not only do we know Culcianus from the pages of Eusebius' 
Ecclesiastical History, but his existence has been amply confirmed by 
papyrological documentation. In addition to the references commonly 
given3 two recent finds deserve special mention: P. Oxy. 2673 (Feb. 5. 
A.D. 304) and P. Oxy. 3304 (Jun. 6, A.D. 301, the former because, as a 
declaration of church property, it is the only reference that bears 
directly on the Diocletianic Edicts, and the latter because it extends by 
two years the known dates of Culcianus' prefecture of Egypt.4 
 Similarly, Clodius Culcianus is a well-known prosecutor in Greek, 
Latin, but especially in Coptic hagiographical literature. In Greek thus 
far only two martyrdoms are known with which Culcianus had some 
kind of connection.5 Widely known is his role in the Acts (Apology) of 
Phileas which is extant in a Latin translation and in two versions in 
Greek.6 A second (apparently) martyrological document in Greek, 
featuring Culcianus, was recently published by James L. McMillan,7 
but since only the dating formula of this text is extant and since in at 
least two other instances (Apaioule and Pteleme8 and Shenoufe9) 
Culcianus is mentioned in the dating formula, though he does not 
conduct the trial in question, we cannot with certainty count P. Mich. 
inv. 33 among the martyrdoms in which our prefect was a or the 
presiding official. In Latin Culcianus is prosecutor in only two 
martyrdoms: Dioscorus [BHL10 2203e] and Marcellus [BHL 5240], 
though in the latter his name is given as "Cultianus". However, far 
more frequently than in either Greek or Latin, we encounter him in the 
Coptic martyrological tradition. Eleven martyrdoms, not counting our 
new text, are extant, in whole or in part, in which Culcianus plays the 
role of prosecutor: Amoun of Terrenouti (Evelyn-White p. 104–1311) 
Ari ( BHO12 107), 
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Didymus (BHO 253), Epima (BHO 275), Heraïs (BHO 376) Isaac of 
Tiphre (BHO 542), Nilus (Till p. 181–8713), Panesnew (BHO 834). 
Pisura (BHO 995), Theonoe (Devos p. 4l5–4914), Thomas of Shentalet 
(Evelyn-White p. 94–101). Not in all of these, however, is Culcianus 
directly responsible for the martyr's execution, since, as is common in 
Coptic Passions, a martyr is often given two or more stages on which 
to act, and by means of trials in various locations is brought into 
association with different regions of the country. 
 According to a fragment of text on Theodore Stratelates published 
by Winstedt,15 this saint was informed by Jesus himself that he would 
be martyred by order of Culcianus, but the prefect's name has not 
survived in the extant fragments of Theodore's Martyrdom. 
 Three more saints who died a martyr's death at the hands of 
Clodius Culcianus but whose Martyrdoms we do not possess are 
mentioned in the Alexandrian Synaxary: Elias the Eunuch, Kaou and 
Mahrata or Maharati,16 the first two for T ?ūbah 28, and the third one for 
T ?ūbah 14. 
 Paphnutius of Boou is found neither in the Synaxary nor in the 
pages of BHO, but apparently he also died under Culcianus.17 
 Culcianus no doubt owes his reputation as a "notorious 
persecutor"18 to the negative publicity he received in both Eusebius 
(HE IX 11,4) and Epiphanius (adv. Haer. 68). In that light, however, it 
is surprising to find that, even though now we can ascribe to him 
involvement in perhaps as many as twenty-one trials, he is given far 
less prominence in the Coptic martyrological tradition than either 
Arian the prefect of the Thebaid or the historically still dubious 
Armenius,19 komēs of Alexandria during the Diocletianic persecution. 
Perhaps the moderate picture drawn of Culcianus in Phileas rests on a 
sound historical basis. 
 The second person we meet in our new text is the martyr himself. 
His name is Cephalon, but hitherto we lacked all record of him in 
Coptic martyrology, and indeed in Coptic literature generally. The 
closest approximation to his name is Paphnoute Cephalas20 who, 
however, was apparently born at about the time of the Great 
Persecution. There is, furthermore, no doubt about 
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the final syllable of our martyr's appellation. As a name "Cephalon" is 
well attested;21 in fact, in a poll-tax document dated in the fourteenth 
year of Domitian (P. London CCLVII–IX: A.D. 94-95) no fewer than 
thirteen individuals so named are mentioned. 
 Yet a third name appears in our brief text. Though it is based in 
part on restoration, the context of Recto col. 2, 17–18 lends support to 
the surmise that we are dealing with a personal appellation. What name 
should be read is to some extent subject to conjecture, but when one 
surveys Coptic martyrological literature for a name ending in -bios, the 
choice can be narrowed to four possibilities: Ablabios, Eusebios, 
Makrobios, and Zenobios. Of these Eusebios is clearly the most likely, 
since we know of at least five individuals by this name, all of whom, 
with one partial exception, function as supporting actors, in a major or 
minor role, in martyrological dramas. Foremost of them is Eusebios 
son of Basilides who himself is the central figure in the so-called 
Basilides cycle of Martyrdoms.22 In both Justus and Stephanou23 and 
Shenoufe24 he is called a lad (šēre kouï) who is martyred because of 
unsolicited and unwelcome interference. However, in the Encomium 
on Theodore the General25 he is listed among well-known Christian 
generals hailing from Antioch, and, similarly, as a stratēlatēs he has 
his very own Martyrdom. A second Eusebios, Eusebios the 
prōtopolitēs of Alexandria, we encounter in Epima26 where his only 
son is raised from the dead by the saint. In Makrobi27 we apparently 
have a variant of this story. Here it is a young man, Eusebios by name 
and the only son of Dionysios the logistēs, who is brought back to life. 
Yet another Eusebios, Eusebios the syncellarius, briefly intrudes into 
the proceedings in Sarapion,28 and yet a fifth Eusebios, who is called 
the praepositus is converted in Paphnutius29 and with four hundred of 
his soldiers attains to the martyr's crown. 
 Which Eusebios we meet in Cephalon is uncertain. The phrase 
epefran suggests, however, that he is not an individual well known to 
the reading public; hence he is not likely Eusebios the Stratelates. 
What appears on Recto col. 2,19 should, judging from what precedes, 
be some phrase or epithet descriptive of our 
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Eusebios. Unfortunately the reading is problematic. Since regional 
interest and geographical designations are common in Coptic 
martyrdoms, we might perhaps think of an otherwise unknown 
Egyptian village, but the linguistic pattern suggests verbal form (see 
note). 
 Where our new text is to be placed in the spectrum of Coptic 
hagiography must remain largely uncertain because of its fragmentary 
state, but particularly in view of some recent work by E.A.E. Reymond 
and J.W.B. Barns, we should at least make an attempt. Reymond and 
Barns have sought to restore some historical respectability to Coptic 
martyrology. In comment upon the Martyrdom of Coluthus according 
to Pierpont Morgan Codex M.591 they write: 
 

Like Phileas [P. Bodmer XX] the body of the text is simply an 
account, with a minimum of comment or extraneous matter and no 
evident abbreviation or alteration of the verbal exchange between 
the martyr and the magistrate who is trying him.30 

 
There can be no doubt that the Pierpont Morgan Coluthus is first-rate 
text and that we are here as close to the official court record as we are 
ever likely to get in Coptic martyrologies, but one doubts that we are as 
close as the editors would have us believe. When Coluthus is examined 
in detail, it becomes quite clear not only that some of the formal 
elements of the protocol such as the speaker-introduction formula and 
the use of the dative of addressee have undergone change,31 but that a 
fundamental shift in the pre-eminence of the participants has taken 
place — on the assumption that the text is based on the official record 
of the trial. There is no doubt that we are reading the Acta Coluthi 
rather than the Acta Ariani. There is also no doubt that the accused is 
not Coluthus pure and simple. Indeed though by comparison with the 
martyrdoms of the so-called epic variety hagiographical comment and 
description is minimal, its presence is unmistakably felt. The editors' 
comparison with the Bodmer Phileas is apt, but it is well to remember 
that this text too is hardly a copy of the protocol,32 and in fact is further 
removed from it in many respects than the Latin Acta and particularly 
the Vorlage of the latter, P. Chester Beatty XV.
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 It might be useful at this point to give a skeleton outline of what 
can be gleaned from Cephalon: 
 Verso co1. 1 1. Some reference to Cephalon and Jesus as the  
     agōnothetēs (?) 
    2. A baptism is performed 
   col. 2 3. An official (?) addresses the prefect 
   4. The prefect replies 
 Recto col. 1 5. The prefect orders imprisonment (?) 
   6. A miracle occurs 
   col.2 7. The prefect in amazement addresses Cephalon 
   8. Cephalon requests his sentence 
   9. The prefect fails to dissuade him and orders his  
    death C?) 
   10. Eusebios intervenes  
   11. Cephalon replies 
 
Numbers 5–7 remind us immediately of the "typical Coptic 
martyrdom", and number 2, though not common, is nevertheless hardly 
compatible with a protocol-like text. But in spite of this there are some 
features in our text which tend to place it relatively early in the 
development of Coptic martyrology. To begin with, dialogue if not 
predominant is nonetheless prominent, and, as we noted above, the use 
of ekthesis may indicate a deliberate and authentic distinction in status 
between magistrate and martyr; furthermore, what each party has to 
say seems to possess a pristine brevity and succinctness. Also of 
interest is that the name of the prosecutor occurs twice within the very 
limited compass of our fragment, but no doubt more importantly, the 
martyr's name appears on at least two occasions without the otherwise 
ubiquitous hagiographical epithets. 
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THE TEXT 
 

VERSO 
 col. 1   col. 2 
 top    top 
  ] . . . . . de   [ 
  ]e? . ort? . .    [ 
     ]lwn  mn-   a?[ 
 agw]n?o?q?eths   . [ 
5   ] . tma?u?   . [ 
     ]a?uw[   q[ 
     ] . oon[   d[ 
          ] . m . . .    `[ 
         ]m\ . . la   n[ 
10            ] . sa? .   li?[ 
                ] . n-   . . [ 
               ] . pis   tes[ 
            ] . m\n?e   r\g?[ 
    ] . . r? o? e   po[ 
15       ] . os n-`aa Š  de p?[                   pe 
    ] n?a?i? de auka   `a[3 m\p6hgemwn 
         ]i? m\pouhhb   ?̀e?[ 
           ] aubaptize   `[ 
 m-mo]3? epr?a??n m?   si[ 
20 peiw]t [mn] p?[4]hr?e?   . . [ 
 mn- pp\n-a\ etou]aab Š  p6hge[mwn a3`oos 
                           ]e?   `e 3na[ 
                           ]h?   . ?̀e ?̀ . e?i?k?[ 
                           ] .   n?tepnout?[e 
25                           ]l? .   `e ang\ ou[ 
                           ] . .   n- . . . m?o? . [ 
                              ] .    alla n[ 
                          ]e?r? .   . . . . . . . . [ 
 bottom   bottom 
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PLATE I 
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THE TEXT 

 
RECTO 

 
 col. 1    col. 2 
 top    top 
                         ]  de p6hge?m?[wn . . . 
                       ] .  a3r\4phre? [pe`a3 
                          ]n  n-kefalw[n `e n- 
                      ]t?e  tk- oukou[i m\mate 
5                        ] . Š kefalw[n a3`w m\ 
                        ] .  m?[os] `e m[a nai n-ta 
                        ] .  p[o]f?asis [n-s`wk 
                        ]3  eb?[o]l? p? 6?[hgemwn 
                    ]nou  de ne?` 6?[ise e`n- 
10                    ] . . .  kefa?[lwn . . . . . .  
                       ] .  . . [ 
                    ] . . .  e6o?[  ] . [ 
                    ]4?a .   ten?e[             a3ke 
                   ]  a`o  lege? . . . . [ 
15                   ]m?n-t  p . . . 3[    ] . [ 
                  ]i? koul  sooun no2? [n-rwme 
 kianos p6h]gemw\  epe3ran p[e euse 
                           ]3?  bios e36-n\ o?[ 
                      ]a?n  ne3roxhn[ 
20                      ]a?p .  n-[   ] . [     ]e?i?[ 
                ] . . `it3\  t[ 
       p4]teko\? auei\  p[ 
 n- se2]eu p?`oi+ ebol  k?[ 
 n-ta]3?w2r\ n-qe n-  k?[ 
25 m-pe]tr?a: auw mp\ou  6n . [ 
 2m2o]m? ero3 e2oou Š ke?[falwn a3`oos `e 
 ebol a]lla ne4?a3  g?[ 
   ] . . . n? n3\6i\ epa  `ie[ 
 6ou]        koukianos  tm?[ 
  bottom  bottom 
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PLATE II 
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TRANSLATION 
 
Verso col. 1 16–21: And these placed . . . the priest, and they baptized 
him in the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. Recto 
col.1, 22 – col.2, 10: . . . the prison. They came to launch the ship (but) 
it was stuck (rigid) as if in rock so that they were unable to set sail, but 
it (?) kept on . . . and was struck back. Culcianus the prefect was 
astonished (and) said to Cephalon, You are (still) very young. 
Cephalon said, Give me my sentence as you are ordered. But the 
prefect made Cephalon suffer . . . he ordered . . . There was (present) 
an eminent man whose name was Eusebios 
 

NOTES ON THE TEXT 
 

Verso col. 1,3 ]lōn: possibly to be restored as Apollōn. whose name, 
often in conjunction with Artemis, is prominent in the Martyrdoms. If, 
however, the following line is to be read as agōnothetēs, a term which 
we find in a number of texts as a description of Jesus ("the master of 
the contest") and which, furthermore, is restricted to Christ or the 
martyr himself, a reference to Apollo in line 3 is precluded. We might 
restore:  Kephalōn mn- I(ē)s hagōnothetēs. 1,17 wēēb: though "priest" 
in Coptic literature generally may refer to either a Christian or a pagan 
clergyman, in the martyrologies it is confined to the latter. What his 
role is in the present context is unfortunately not clear, but reference to 
a Christian priest seems likely here. 1,18 aubaptize: though 
conversions are rampant in Coptic hagiographa, explicit mention of a 
baptism is relatively rare (cf. e.g. George and John of Lycopolis). Col. 
2, 15: there is no evidence in our text that the martyr was ever called 
by anything other than his name, but the restrictions imposed by both 
de and the following p make such a restoration unlikely here. More 
probable is that we meet at this point an official who addresses some 
remark to the prefect (see also above p.114). If that is the case, the 
third person reference in the latter's reply (line 22) can plausibly be 
made to indicate our saint. Recto col. 2,6ff: a request by the martyr for 
his sentence occurs with some regularity (cf. e.g.
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Apater, Ari, Epima, Isaac, Macarius, Paphnutius, Piroou and 
Shenoufe. 2,8ff: in reply to Cephalon's request the prefect, apparently 
by forcible means, tried to dissuade him, but when this proved 
unsuccessful, he ordered the death sentence. 2,16 so oun noč: though 
the proposed word division is not the only viable one, both the context 
and what is visible immediately before the lacuna suggest noč. In that 
case, however, under influence perhaps of what precedes, the scribe 
erroneously omitted ou(noč). 2,19 nefrokhēn: the reading is a 
conundrum, but we may possibly have here the imperfect plus 
qualitative of the verb rōkh ("to burn") referring to Eusebios' 
indignation at the treatment and sentence of Cephalon. The suggested 
chi, however, may well be djandja instead. 
 
University of Toronto 
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